Descriptions - Physiology
of
Courses
839.

Systems Neuroscience

Winter. 5(4-2) PSL 801 or approval of
course coordinator. Interdepartmental with the
departments of Anatomy, and Pharmacology
and Toxicology.
Physiology, anatomy and pharmacology of sensory, somatomotor and autonomic neural systems.

859.

Analysis of Honnone Action

Spring. 4(4-0) ZOL 317, or approval of
department. Interdepartmental with and arfministered by the Department of Zoology.
Discussion of recent work on the molecular and
developmental aspects of hormone action in vertebrates and invertebrates. Selected topics to
vary from year to year.

865.

Advanced Physiology Laboratory

Summer of odd-numbered years.
4(2-5) PSL 801, PSL 802, PSL 803 and approval
of department.
Experiments in animal and human physiology;
data collection, analysis and interpretation.

980.

Vertebrate Neural Systems I

(PSY 885.) Winter of even-numbered
years. 5(3-4) ANT 815, ANT 865 recommended.
Interdepartmental with the departments of
Anatomy, Psychology and Zoology. Administered by the Department of Anatomy.
Structure and function of major component systems of vertebrate brains, their evolution, ontogeny and comparative analysis in mammals,
birds, reptiles, amphibians and fish. Interrelation of behavioral, anatomical and physiological
studies.

886.

999.

Readings in Biophysics

(BPY 890.) Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3 to 6 credits. Approval of department.
Reading course in special topics adapted to the
individual preparation and needs of the student.

899.

Master's Thesis Research

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. Variable credit. Approval of department.

91 9.

Cardiovascular System

Fall. 4(3-3) May reenroll for a maximum of 12 credits if different topics are taken.
PSL 802.
Classical and current literature on physiology of
heart, circulation, and microcirculation. Each
fall a different one of these three topics will be
discussed. Laboratory work illustrates methodology and special procedures.

A-170

Doctoral Dissertation Research

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. Variable credit. Approval of department.

For course description, 8ee Interdisciplinary Courses.

2 90.

PLS

Methods of Political Research

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3(3-0)
Design and execution of research in political behavior and institutions, Major emphasis on logic
underlying various types of political research, on
identification of appropriate data sources and
field methods.

291.

MethodsofPoliticalResearch

Fall, Winter, Spring. 4(4-0) PLS 290.
Analysis of political data, with major emphasis
on quantitative techniques.

301.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Introduction to Contemporary
China

American State Government

College of Social Science

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3(3-0)
Major aspects of policy-making process at the
state government level. Comparison of state political systems.

100.

302.

American National Government

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3(3-0)
Major aspects of national government with emphasis on the policy-making process.

140.

American Urban Government

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3(3-0)
Urban political process in America. Politics of
policymaking for urban functions; politics of intergovernmental relations.

Comparative Politics

Fall, Winter, Spring. 3(3-0)
Comparison of political systems in western and
non-western nations.

International Relations

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3(3-0)
Contemporary world affairs surveyed. The
struggle for power, the nation-state system; factors creating harmony and hostility among nations. War and peace in our time.

303.

Michigan Government

Spring. 3(3-0)
How Michigan government is organized and
conducted and how policies are made; sources of
executive-legislative conflict; rolitics of taxation; role of the state in local affairs; balance of
political forces in the state.

310.

Public Bureaucracy in the Policy
Process

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3(3-0)
Introduction to basic contemporary political
ideologies; theoretical foundations of democracy, socialism, communism, political elitism,
and nationalism. Special attention to ideology
underlying contemporary political problems.

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3(3-0)
Introduces student to following major areas of
public administration: development of administration in the U.S.; theories of administrative
organization; principles and methods of administrative management; executive leadership; interpersonal and intergroup relationships; levels
of decision making, ethics and responsibility.

200.

313.

170.

The Isms

Vertebrate Neural Systems II

(ZOL 886.) Spring of even-numbered
years. 5(3-4) ANT 885. Interdepartmental with
the departments of Anatomy, Psychology, and
Zoology. Administered by the Department of
Anatomy.
Continuation ofPSL 885. Major component systems of vertebrate brains, their evolution, onto,geny, and comparative analysis in mammals,
birds, reptiles, amphibians and fish. Interrelation of behavioral, anatomical, and physiological studies.

890.

Problems

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 1 to 3
credit8. May reenroll for a maximum of 9 credit8.
Approval of department.
Limited amounts of individual work on selected
research problems.

160.
885.

IDC.

Topics in Physiology

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 1 to 3
credits. May reenroll fora maximum of9credits.
Approval of department.
Classical and modern concepts in selected areas
of physiology.

Advanced Neurobiology

(BIM 865.) Spdng. 4(4·0) ZOL 827. Interdepartmental with the departments of Anatomy, Psychology, and Zoology. Administered by
the Department of Anatomy.
Basic organization, structure and function of
neural networks comprising sensory, motor and
autonomic systems including examples from invertebrates and vertebrates. Attendance at
neuroscience seminar is required.

8 75.

950.

Introduction to Political Science

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3(3-0)
Acquaints the student with the theories, methods
and concepts of political science. Emphasis is on
ideology and interests in the political process.

251.

Human Values and Politics: On
Liberty (S)

Fall. 4(4-0)
Liberty as a basic value underlying public issues
of life or death: right to live; rights of women
and children; slavery; justification of war and
terrorism; capitol punishment; biological planning.

252.

Human Values and Politics:
Equnlity and justice (S)

Winter. 4(4-0)
Equality and justice as basic values underlying
major public issues in areas such as crime and
punishment, education, family and employment. Effect of public policy on equal opportunity.

253.

Human Values and Politics:
Authority and the Individual (S)

Spring. 4(4-0)
Individualism and authority as basic values underlying public issues; free speech; rights of minorities; right of privacy; community norms and
individual preferences.

Public Policy Analysis

Fall, Winter, Spring. 3(3-0)
Problems and methods in perception of public
problems, determination of goals, generation
and evaluation of alternatives, policy choice.
Planning and program budgeting, political and
analytical methods of policymaking compared.

320.

The American judicial Process

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3(3-0)
Analysis of the structure and functions of judicial
systems. Organization, administration, and politics of judicial bureaucracies. Roles of judges,
juries, counsel, litigants, and interest groups in
adjudication processes.

321.

judicial Policymaking

Fall, Winter, Spring. 3(3-0)
Consideration of political behavior of judges (especially Justices of Supreme Court) and their policymaking. Focus on policy questions currently
important, including civil liberties, national economic policy and interrelationships among
governmental units.

324.

The American Legislative Process

Fall, Winter. 3(3-0)
Nature of legislative process in the United States;
organization and procedure of legislative bodies;
direct legislation; relationship of legislative
branch to other branches of government.

Political Science- Descriptions
of
Courses

325.

The American Executive Process

340.

Theories of Comparative Politicll

Foreign Policies of Major Powers

IDC.

330.

For course description, se£' lntt•rdisciplinary Courses.

.368.

344.

Winter, Spring. 3(3-0) PLS 200 or AJ S
325 or approval of department.
Organization and use of military force in relation to the achievement of political goals of the
United States and other powers.

Government and the Mass Medin

Spring. 3(3-0) Juniors.
How press, radio, television and journals shape
public opinion and government policy; examines
questions of influence and linkage, regulation
vs. free comment, and the media as an interest
group.

331.

American Political Parties

Fall, Winter, Spring. 3(3-0)
Origins, structure, and functions of political
parties. Dynamics of the two-party system. Role
of third parties.

332.

Interest Groups and Political
,\1ovements

Fall, Winter. 3(3-0)
Group theory and politics. Growth of organizations and associations to represent the interests of
business, labor, agricultural, professional, veterans, and other groups. Internal politics of private associations and their impact on public
policy.

333.

Political Opinion and Voting
Behavior

Fall, Winter, Spring. 3(3-0)
Development of political attitudes, idealogy,
and partisanship and their relation to voting behavior; political participation; comparisons of
mass and elite attitudes and behavior; representation of public opinion in the political system.

334.

Campaigns and Elections

Fall, Winter, Spring. 3(3-0)
Methods of campaigning. Nominating process
and recruitment of candidates. Formation of
electoral coalitions and analysis of election results. Examination of trends and changes in electoral support.

335.

Comparative Parties and Pressure
Groups

Spring. 3(3-0)
Dynamics of political party and pressure group
behavior in selected political systems. Comparative analysis of organization, ideologies, membership, leadership, tactics, power and
influence of parties.

33 7.

Ethnicity, Race and Politics

Winter. 3(3-0) juniors.
Ethnicity and race as factors in the political
process and as issues of public policy.

338.

Politics and Inequality

Fall. 3(3-0)
Nature of democratic politics, distribution of
power and the role of political elites, and impact
of politics on social inequality and policymaking, in the United States and in comparative perspective.

339.

Political Socialization

Fall. 3(3-0)
The development of political attitudes in children; changes in content over time; the influence
of the family, school, peers; group differences in
political attitudes; political socialization
through the life cycle.

Fall. 3(3-0)
Alternative methods for comparative cross-l"ultural analyses of political systems. Political
structures, functions, cultures, stability and
change. The problem of equivalence.

367.

Spring. 3(3-0)
Role of the president, state governors, and municipal executives in the American system of government. Analysis and discussion of
constitutional status and powers, selection, administrative responsibilities, legislative and political leadership, accountability and
responsibility of chief executives.

Contemporary South Asia

The Politics of Developing Areas

Spring. 3(3-0)
Process of political growth in emergent societies
of the world; stresses of change and flux resulting
from economic development in relation to the
structure and dynamism of government.

34 7.

African Politics

Winter. 3(3-0)
Political practices and perspectives in Africa.
Special attention to emerging independent nations of Sub-Saharan Africa. Analvse.~ of sociopolitical change, nationalism, cult'ural duality.
nation-building, pan-Africanism.

.149.

Politics of English Speaking
Democracies

Spring. 3(3-0)
Political institutions and development of the
English speaking nations. Special attention to
Great Britain, Canada and the U.S. parliamentary systems, parties, pressure groups, and problems of these societies.

354.

Government and Politics of China

Winter. 3{3-0)
Analysis of the historical origin, governmental
organization, political processes, party ideology, development strategies, social control and
foreign policy of China from 1949 to the present.

355.

Canadian Government and PoliticiJ

Spring. 3(3-0)
Government structure and politics stressing how
federalism and parliamentary institutions shape
party organization, interest groups and government policy. Special attention to Quebec.

356.

Spring. 3(3-0)
Examination of the foreign policie.~ and decisionmaking processes of major powers, web m the
Soviet Union, China. Great Britain, France, Japan, and India. Analysis of their foreign policy
goals, the role of ideology, national interest, and
institutions.

Western European Political
Institutions and Behavior

Fall. 3(3-0)
Analysi;, of parlimentary systems of Britain and
selected European societies. Basic institutions,
socioeconomic conditions, recruitment of leadership, pressure groups, and party orgallization
and tactics, voting behavior. Policymaking,
roles of executive, legislature and bureaucracy.

369.

Politics and ,\Jilitary Force

,Vational Security Policy

Fall, Spring. 3(3-0) Sophomores.
The deYelopment of strategic thought and current problem~ of strategic policy in the United
States.

3 70.

C[.a..,~ics

of Political Thought

Fall. 3{3-0)
Politil"al ideas of Plato, Aristotle. Cicero, Augustine, Aquinas, and other leading political phflosophers of classical Greel"e. Rome, and
Christendom through the medieval periods.

.3 71.

Chlssics of Politiml Thought

Winter. 3(."1-0)
Political ideas of :\tachian~lli, Hobbes, Locke.
Montesquieu, Rousseau, and other leading political philosophers \vhose works are fundamental
in understanding sueh modern concepts as sovereignty, the state, freedom, and power.

3 72.

Classics of Political Thought

Spring. 3{3-0)
Political ideas of Bmke, Benthan, Hegel. \filL
:Marx, and other leading political and social philosophers whose works underlie such modern political ideologies as liherali.~m. sociali.\m, and
communism.

.377.

American Political Thought

Fall. 3(.1-0)
Colonial times to the Civil \-Var. Hoger \Villiams, Thomas Jefferson. John Adams. and John
C. Calhoun will be discussed in the context of
major political issues.

.378.

American Political Thought

Winter. 3{3-0)
Civil \Var to pre;,ent. Hf"nry George, Edward
Bellamy, Thorstein Veblen, and John De\\e~
~ill be discussed in the context of major political
ISS!JC.~.

358.

Soviet Political Institutions and
Behavior

Fall. 3(3-0)
Study of soviet society as a political system; its
origins, development, institutions, functioning,
and trends. Comparisons will be made with
other political systems.

362.

Theory and Practice of Foreign
Policy

Fall. 3(3-0)
Systematic analysis of the dynamics of contemporary world politics. Major theories and concepts of foreign policymaking and international
politics. Comparative study of factors shaping
foreign policy in various states. Examination of
current and recurrent problems.

404.

Seleded Aspect.~ of State and Local
Government

Wi11ter. 3(3-n) Afay reenrol! fora maximum of 9 credits. Political science Seniors or approval of department.
Covers different subject~ at different times such
as community decision making, metropolitan
problems, and intergovernmental relations.

410.

PoliticsofSchools

Fall. 4(3-2)
Description and explanation of authority structures in schools. Examination of alternative philosophical bases of school organization and
behavior. Explanation of the political context
and consequences of findings on educational
achievement. Field work required.
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Descriptions - Political Science

of
Courses

4 I 5.

Advanced Seminar in Policy and
Bureaucracy

Fall, Spring. 3(3-0) Political science
Seniors or approval of department.
Special aspects of public administrative processe.~ and organization, with special referenc-e to
particular policy areas and the policy process.

418.

Critical bsues in Contemporary
Africa

Fall, Spring. 3(3-0) May reenroll for a
maximum of 9 credits if different topics are
taken. One course on African subject and approval of instructor. Interdepartmental with African Languages and the departments of
Anthropology, Geography, History, and Sociology. Admini~tered bythe Department of History.
Four separate multidisciplinary topics will be offered at different times: The Horn of Africa,
Southern Africa, Africa and the Americas, Social Impact Studies.

420.

judicial Policymakingand
Behavior

491H. Senior Honors Thesis

839.

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3 to 6
credits. May reenroll fora maximum of9credit.s.
Honors Program participants.
A substantial piece of writing involving original
research under direction of a faculty member.

(/DC 838.) Fall, Winter, Spring. 2 to 4
credits. May reenroll for a maximum of 8 credits.
Graduate standing or approval of instructor. Interdepartmental with African Languages and
the departments of Anthropology, Educational
Administration, Geography, History, and Sociology. Administered by the Department of Anthropology.
African-related archival and field research topics and methodologies viewed from perspective
of relevant social science and humanistic disciplines associated with the African Studies Center.

494.

Field Work in Political Science
Fall, Winter, Spring. 3(1-10) to

12(1-40) May reenrol/fora maximum of 12 cred-

its. Approval of department.
Supervised field work may he offered in several
of the areas of departmental study, such as public administration, political organization and
behavior, public law and judicial behavior, state
and local government, comparative political institutions and behavior, etc. Field work mavinvolve internship with public agencies, p·articipation in survey research, intensive analysis of
judicial behavior, etc. Students should reserve
several mornings or afternoons for this work.

495.

Independent Study

Winter, Spring. 4(4-0) Political science
Senior8 or approval of department.
Analysis of policymaking by judicial systems.
Research theory and methods in judicial behavior. Socialization of judges, and the relationship
between judicial attributes, and judicial ideologies and attitudes and values.

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3 to 6
credits. May reenroll fora maximum of6credits.
Advanced undergraduates. Approval of instructor and department.
Individual reading and research supervised by a
member of the department.

430.

800.

Seminar in Political Organization
and Behavior

Fall, Spring. 3(3-0) May reenroll for a
maximum of 9 credits. Political science Senior.~
or approwl of department.
Covers different subjects at different times such
as legislative behavior, electoral behavior, and
public opinion.
/DC.

Refugees, Displaced Persons, Exiles

For course description, see Interdisciplinary Courses.

I DC.

Issues in Refugee As&-istance

For course description, see Interdisciplinary Courses.

454.

Special Topics in Comparative
Politics

Fall. 3(3-0) May reenroll for a maximum of .9 credits. Political science Seniors or approval of departmr.'nt.
Comparative analysis of various topics, such as
political recruitment, elite.<,, urbanization, and
totalitarian systems.

469.

Special Problems in International
Politics

Wi11ter . .3(3-0) May reenroll fora maximum of 9 credits. Political science Seniors or approval of department.
Analysis in depth of special problems, subjects,
or area~ in international politics: Sino-Soviet
conflict; nationalism and international politics;
alliances and international politics.

4 73.

Selected Aspects of Political
Thought

Spring. 3(.3-0) May reenroll for a maximum of 9 credits. Political science Seniors or approval of department.
A senior seminar which will focus on philsophical and ideological problems raised in contemporary political thought.

490H. Honors Internship
Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3 to 6
credits. May reenroll for a maximum of 9 credits.
Students in Honors College or in PLS Honors
Program and approval of department.
Supervised participation in research or teaching.
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840.

Fall, Winter, Spring. 3(3-0) May
reenroll fora maximum of9 credits. Approval of
department.
Issues arising in the pursuit of reliable knowledge about political phenomena; to the major
problems in relating theory and empirical research; and to major theoretical ideas in the
study of political institutions and behavior.

8IO.

Proseminarin Public
Administration

Fall, Winter. 3(3-0) May reenroll for a
maximum of 6 credits. Majors or approval of
department.
Survey of the important American literature,
ideas and schools of thought and practice of this
century. Contemporary and emerging problems
of responsibility, planning, personnel and organizational methods in American government
discussed against the background of the past fifty
years' systematic study of public administration.

812.

Public Personnel Administration

Fall. 3(3-0)
Historical development and current practices of
personnel management in government. An introduction to various public personnel topics including: employee recruitment and selection,
affirmation action and labor relations programs,
employee development, and others.

815.

Politics of Public Budgeting

Spring. 3(3-0) P/.,S 810 or approval of
department.
Politics of the budgetary process: theories,
budget cycle, scarcity and budgetary planning,
budgetary reforms, analysis in the budgetary
process. Developments in budgeting such as
'sunset' legislation and zero-base budgeting.

837.

P.~ycholugical

A.<qJects of Politic.~

Fall, Winter, Spring. 3(3-0) Interdepartmental with the Department of Psychology.
Relevance of psychological concepts, theories
and methods for the study of political institutions, organizations and behavior.
Approved through Winter 1985.

Proseminar in American Politics

Winter, Spring. 3(3-0) May reenroll for
a maximum of 6 credits.
Basic literature and concepts in American politics and critical examination of approaches and
methods.

850.

Proseminarin Comparative
Politics

Winter. 3(3-0) May reenroll fora maximum of 9 credits.
Developments in comparative politics and critical examination of its methods, approaches, and
purposes.

860.
Proseminar in Political Theory and
Research Methods

African Research

Proseminar in International
Relations

Fall, Spring. 3(3-0) May reenroll for a
maximum of 6 credits.
International relations as a field of graduate
study. Special attention to methods, major substantive problems, and principal bibliography.

870.

Proseminarin Political Thought

Fall, Winter. 3(3-0) May reenroll for a
maximum of 6 credits.
Selected classics in political thought and some of
the significant ways of approaching the literature. Major political concepts in the ancient and
modern literature, and contemporary bibliography in political thought.

880.

Proseminar in General Political
Theory

Winter, Spring. 3(3-0) May reenroll{a'
a maximum of 6 credits. PLS 800 or approva of
department.
Survey of contemporary theories of political
processes, emphasizing conceptualizations that
transcend, and apply to, specific content areas.
Includes analysis of political conflict processes,
individual and social choice, political leadership.

894.

Field Experience Practicum

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3 to 9
credits. May reenroll for a maximum of 9 credits.
Graduate students; approval of Program Guidance Committee.
Participant observation of the administration of
public policy in governmental organizations.
Faculty supervision is provided to ensure both a
practical and a scholarly experience. Agency
subject to guidance committee approval.

899.

Master's Thesis Research

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. Variable credit. Approval of department.

90 I.

Research M ethodll of Political
Science

Winter, Spring. 3(3-0) May reenroll{o'
a maximum of 6 credits. PLS 800 or approva of
department.
Design and execution of political research. Special attention given to politometric methods,
their theoretical bases, uses, and interpretations.

Psychiatry- Descriptions
of

Courses
903.

Adt-'(lnced Problems of Political
Research

Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 3(3-0)
May reenroll for a maximum of 9 credits. PLS
800 or approval of department.
Analysis of special problems in political research. Such areas as the philosophic basis of
political science, the nature of political research
and in-depth study of rc.~carch techniques and
strategies may be covered.

Federalism and lntergocernmental
Relations
Winter uf odd-numbered ymrs. 3(3-0)

Seminar
Fall. Winter, Spring. 4 to 12 credits.
Aiay reenroll for a maximum of 36 credits.

How federal systems originate and are maintained; patterns in allocations of power between
national and state levels; the political processes
involved in intergovernmental relations, cooperative federalism; trends in American federalism.

Intensive training in individual or group research. Sections of the seminar mav involve one
or more doctoral fields and the credit earned will
vary accordingly.

942.

99.1.

943.

911.

Theories of Administratire
Organization

Winter. 3(3-0) Ma;ors or approval of
department.
Analysis of some recent contributions by the behavioral sciences to formal organization theory.

914.

944.

Administration

921.

judicial Systems
Winter of even-numbered years. 3(3-0)

Structure and functions of judicial systems, including both American state and federal courts
and those of other countries. Interrelationships
between courts, administration of judicial bureaucracies (supporting administrative personnel a.\ well as judges) and analysis of judicial
decision- making processes.

922.

judicial Behavior
Fall of even-numbered years. 3(3-0)

De.~ign

and execution of research in judicial decision making. Projects include both individual
and group Work, and field as well as library research. Critical evaluation of reports of other
research investigations with which seminar projects articulate.-

931.

Political Group!i and A1ovements
Fall of euen-numbered years. 3(3-0)

Operation of interest groups, sociopolitical
movements, cliques, and juntas. Interests ami
ideologies underlying these groups and channeling of their demands into the !1olitical system.
Basis, growth, and internal po itics of political
groups and mo\ ernents and their relation to formation of public policy and governmental institutions.

9.3.3,

Political Parties
Fall of odd-numbered years. 3(3-0)

Operation of political parties in the political sy.~
tem. Relationship between party organization,
electoral system, and the recruitment and advancement of political leaders. Interaction between parties and other political groups.

934.

Voting Behm1ior, Political
Attitudes and Public Opinion
Spring of odd-numbered years. 3(3-0)

Study of the voting behavior of electorates and
decision-making bodies; of political attitudes
and opinions; and of the relationships among
political attitudes, popular voting, and public
policies.

935.

Seminar in Political Socialization
Fall, Winter, Spring. 3(3-0)

Processes and agents_ of politic_al soci~liz~tion;
mechanisms of learnmg and differential mfluence of various agents of socialization; subgroup
and comparative political socialization; socialization to new political roles.

Community Deci.~ion Making
\Vinter ofet:en-numbered years. 3(3-U)

Discussion and critique of the power structure
literature; emphasis on methods of studying
community elites.

Comparative Public

Winter. 3(.3-0) A!aiors or approval of
department.
Comparative study of the administrative systems
of major nations. Analysis of the manner in
which these patterns have been transplanted
into dependent and developing countries and of
the subsequent modifications of these patterns.
Social and cultural setting of administration.

990.

Readings in Political Science
Fall, \V"inter, Spring. Swnrnr'T. 1 In (j
credits. Afay reenroll for a maximum of 10 credits.
Doctoral Di:s.~ertation Research
Fall, Winter, Spring. Summer. Variahie credit. lip prowl of department.

999.

State Government and Politic.~
Seminar
Spring of odd-numbered years. 3(3-0)

Comparative study of state governments based
on resources and other aggregate characteristics,
political organization and behavior. Models of
political prOcess, governmental structure variables and their relation to policy outputs.

PORTUGUESE
See Romance and Classical Languages.

9$3.

The Politics of Selected Areas
Winter of evr'n-numbercd years. 3(3-0)
Aiay reenroll for a maximum of 9 r-redits. Approval of department.
Analysis in depth, using comparati\ e theory and
method, of political systems and changes in selected administrative or cultural areas.

POULTRY SCIENCE
See Animal Science.

9.5.5.

Politics, State and Derelupmenl
Spring of odd-numbered years. 3(3-0)

Theories of politics and the state as they relate to
development and underdevelopment. Analysis
of liberal, rvlarxist and .~tatist perspectives on
Third \\-'orld politics and change. The state as an
object of political conflict and an instrument of
development policy.

Selected Topics in 1ntemation(Jl
Relation'>
Winter. 3(3-0) i'vlay reenroll fora maximum of 9 credits. Approval of department.

PSYCHIATRY

PSC

College of Human Medicine
College of Osteopathic Medicine

964.

Intensive analysis of special problems and issue.~
such as international political and economic development, international and intercultural communications, international violence, etc.

9 72.

Modem Political Thought
Spring of even-numbered years. 3(.3-0)

Svstcmatic analvsis of .~elected works of such
\~riters as Mach(avelli, Hobbes, Locke, :\1ontesquieu, Hume, Rousseau, Burke, .\till, .\larx or
other political philosophers. Special attention is
given to those writers or works relevant to underStanding the philosophical foundations of contemporary social science and ideology.

973.

American Political Thought
Fall of odd-numbered years. 3(3-0)

Study of the thinkers and social forces which
have shaped American political ideology.

981.

Selected Topics in General Political
Theory
Fall, Winter, Spring. 3(3-0) May
reenroll for a maximum of 9 credits. PLS 880 or
approval of department.
Analysis in depth of such topics as individual
political choice, collective choice and decision
making, political coalitions, political leadership, political communication and diffusion
processes, political integration and differentiation, equality and inequality, and interaction
models of conflict.

520.

Introduction to Behavioral
Medicine
Winter. 2(2-0) Admission to a college
of medicine or approval of instructor.
Dis<erimination between various concepts of normality, understanding of psychological mechanisms, making observations and inference
generation, recognition of normative crises and
the psychiatric examination will be taught
through lectures and discussions.

S 2 1.

Psychopathology
Spring, Summer. 3(3-0) l'SC .520 or
concurrently.
Recognition, description, and treatment of most
psychopathologic states \\-·ill be taught using lectures, audio-visual presentations, and group discussions.
Fundamental.~ of Personality
Dysfunction
Winter. 3(3-0) Admii>sirm to a college
of medicine and approval of department; H M
514 conc11rrently.

$33.

.Major psychiatric disorders. :Mental disorders
and patient behaviors that will be of value in
working with nonpsychiatric and psychiatric
patients.

.590.

Special Problems in Psychiatry
Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer. 1 to 6
credits. May reenroll for a maximnm of 15 credits. Medical students; graduate students with approval of department.
Each student will work under direction of a staff
member on an experimental, theoretical or applied problem.
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